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Anonymous Referee #1 Comments on the manuscript 

(...) the manuscript needs moderate revision before publicatons.  M specifc comments are following under :

(1) The authors have shown a signifcant increase in ozone concentraton in the proxM of drM air and low CO 
concentraton which occurs in the middle and upper troposphere. I do agree with the authors that the enhanced 
ozone is primarilM associated with the passage of tMphoon. But mM main concern, even the authors themselves 
have stated that lightning associated with a tMphoon maM cause enhancement of ozone. Then how sure we are 
that the observed enhanced ozone in the middle and upper troposphere is of stratospheric origin. I suggest doing a
back-trajectorM analMsis.

Retriotriajectoriy analyses have been added fori typhoons Neparitak, Nida and Megi. FLEXPART Lagriangian 
disperision model( Stohl et al. 2005) has been lused in orideri to deterimine the oriigin of ozone-riich layeris 
identfied with IAGOS pseludo-veritcal solundings. As disclussed in the rievised verision, the backwarid pllumes 
of paritcles initated within these layeris rieveal a priobable striatospheriic oriigin 2.5 to 4 days beforie IAGOS 
obserivatons. Associated Figs. 8 (fori Neparitak), 11 (fori Nida) and 14 (fori Megi) have been added in the 
rievised verision.

(2) Potental vortcitM (PV): PV is a dMnamical tracer for stratosphere-troposphere exchange (STE) processes but in 
the absence of diabatc heatng and frictonal forces. During a tMphoon, the convectve tower will have a high value
of PV, which is generated due to latent heatng associated with it. A detailed studM on the evoluton of PV 
structures associated with a tMphoon has been carried out bM Grad et al. (2011). Thus one needs to take cauton 
during a tMphoon while linking high PV value as the air of stratospheric origin. However, Leclair De Bellevue et al. 
(2007) have mentoned that latent heat can be negligible outside the convecton core in the upper troposphere. In 
this aspect, a detailed discussion is required in the manuscript.

A sentence has been added at the end of 2.3. « The luse of potental voritcity » : In the lupperi triopospherie 
olutflow layeri, at larige distances (≥500 km) friom the cyclone corie, wherie diabatc heatng and friicton arie 
small, PV mlust be nearily conserived following airi paricels and may be a good indicatori of larige-scale 
horiizontal and veritcal motons (e.g. Molinarii et al., 1998 ; Leclairi de Bellevlue et al., 2007).

(3) There maM be a thermal sensor in the aircraf. Thus it will be good to show the thermal structure (maMbe 
temperature inversion).

We have comparied the veritcal priofiles of rielatve hlumidity, ozone and caribon monoxide contents (prieviolus
Figs. 5, 8 and 11), with the veritcal priofiles of priesslurie, temperiatlurie T and potental temperiatlurie θ (see the 
atached Priofiles_RHO3dO+PTTH_Nep+Nid+Meg.pdf). No systematc associaton coluld objectvely be folund 
between the base and the top of the driy and ozone-riich layeris (oriange dashed lines), and the veritcal 
griadients of T ori θ. Neveritheless, small changes in dT/dz and dθ/dz can be seen fori priofiles NEP-1 at 2.2 km 
alttlude, NEP-2 at 3 km, NEP-6 at 5.4 and 7.2 km, NID-5 at 3.2 km, MEG-2 at 9 km, MEG-4 at 6.4 and 8,4 km, 
MEG-5 at 4.5 km. donsideriing this meageri evidence, this disclussion was not inclluded in the rievised verision. 



(4) Near Taipei, there is an ozonesonde launching staton at Banqiao (25 degree N, 121.3 degree E) or elsewhere. It
will be quite supportve of the IAGOS observatons if one can show the ozonesonde profles during anM of the 
tMphoon cases (tll 3-4 daMs afer tMphoon landfall). This will also validate IAGOS data in the convectve situaton.

Unforitlunately, the dentrial Weatheri Bluriealu did not condluct ozonesonde measluriements in Jlune-Octoberi 
2016.

(5) The tropopause structure has a keM role in STE and also during a tMphoon. Thus, I suggest authors take nearbM 
radiosonde data (twice a daM) to show the thermal structure and also the wind informaton.

Indeed, these riadiosolunding data rieveal that the « cold point triopopaluse » decrieased slubstantally when 
the driy zone aririived overi Taiwan (Typhoon Neparitak : friom 18.2 km on 5 Jluly 00 UTd to 16.2 km on 6 Jluly 
00 UTd, Typhoon Megi  : friom 17.3 km on 25 Septemberi 00 UTd to 16.1 kmon 26 Septemberi 00 UTd, no 
significant change was folund fori Triopical Storim Nida). These riemariks have been inclluded in the rievised 
verision.

(6) Ratnam et al. (2016) have shown a signifcant increase in upper tropospheric ozone associated with north 
Indian Ocean tropical cMclones. It is shown that a partcular sector of the cMclone has high ozone and low humiditM.
I also suggest the authors look into this possibilitM in the existng data set and discuss the results.

A rieferience to Venkam Ratman et al. (2016) has been added in the rievised verision.

(7) Figs.4, 7 and 10 can be combined.

Figs. 4, 7 and 10 have been combined into Fig. 5 in the rievised verision.

We thank Referiee #1 fori the constriluctve comments which helped to clariify the slubmited verision.



Referee #2 ( Laura Pan ) comments on the manuscript 

(...) I recommend the manuscript to be accepted for publicaton largelM as it is, with some minor correctons. I have
some suggestons, optonal for the authors, which maM enhance the take home message of the work.

 inor changes and correctons:

1. Page 4: line 142: “where F is..” => No F in the equaton

Eqluaton (2) has been coririected : 

2. Page 7, Line 267: this sentence needs to be revised. The word “determine” is too strong. “. . .two more cases to 
highlight the common features”?

« determine » has been changed in « investgate » in the rievised verision.

3. Page 8, Mou made a number of references of “low CO” to values of 100 ppbv, which is somewhat problematc. ∼
Overall, the CO signatures are weak.

« low CO values » have been rieplaced by « CO values less than 100 ppbv » in the rievised verision.

4. Figures:
* Figure 1 labels are too small to read on a print page.

Figlurie 1 has been changed (see below) in the rievised verision.
* Fig 4: “Yellow box”

The change has been made in the rievised verision. 

Additonal suggestons:

1) Figure 1 serves a purpose but could have much more informaton content. As shown in later profles, the 
individual profles could be verM structured. These mean profles,however, are kind of uninterestng. Suggest Mou to
trM “box-and-whisker” plots with distributon in laMers instead of mean and standard deviaton.

In the rievised verision, Fig. 1 shows boxplots of RH, O3 and dO fori each 500-m deep layeri between the 
sluriface and 12 km alttlude. domments have been changed accoridingly. 

2) Figure 2&3 could use some color adjustment to highlight the features Mou want readers to see. Panels C in 
partcular. Fig. 2C could be clearer if color changes for CO above/obelow 100 ppb and 50 ppbv. Fig. 3C should show 
color change at 0 to highlight directon change

The colori codes fori Figs. 2c (IAGOS dO), 3b (ERA-5 PV) and 3c (ERA-5 W) has been changed in the rievised 
verision in orideri to highlight contriasts.

3) Afer presentng the details of three cases, it would be more satsfMing to have a summarM fgure quantfMing the
laMer infuenced bM the stratospheric air, its vertcal extent and the amount of ozone enhancement. It is possible to 
do this using all 18 profles but present the data in the tracer-tracer space. For an example, see Fig. 3 of Randel et 
al., 2016. If Mou have a large ant-correlaton between O3 and RH, it would be a strong support for transport. The 
part of the tracer space with positve ozone anomalM and unclear ant-correlaton with RH maM indicate other 
mechanisms, including lightening NOx facilitated ozone producton.



In the rievised verision, a figlurie (Fig. 4) has been added to show the two-dimensional distriibluton of O3 and 
RH friom 4 to 12 km alttludes fori 56 veritcal priofiles deriived friom IAGOS measluriements dluriing take-of friom
and landing to TPE at less than 1200 km friom the centeris of 7 storims that passed rielatvely close to TPE 
dluriing Jluly to Octoberi 2016. As disclussed in the rievised verision, two poplulatons can be identfied : ozone-
riich (50 to 100 ppbv) and driy (RH < 50%) airi riepriesents 35.8 % of the measluriements, ozone-poori (<50 
ppbv) airi with variiolus RH vallues (20 to 100 %) accolunts fori the riemaining 64.2 %. The absence of 
measluriements with positve ozone anomaly and high rielatve hlumidity indicates that lightning-indluced 
nitriogen oxides arie priobably not the main caluse of ozone priodlucton herie. These rieslults beari some 
riesemblance with those Randel et al. (2016) deriived friom veritcal triopospheriic priofiles collected dluriing the 
“donvectve Triansporit and Actve Specied in the Triopics” experiiment friom Gluam (14°N, 145°E) in Janluariy-
Febriluariy 2014. They also obserived driy airi (RH < 20%) with enhanced ozone (40-80 ppbv) contents within 
layeris between 3 and 9 km alttludes, which they linked to qluasi-isentriopic triansporit friom the extriatriopical 
UTLS. These data werie obtained in the descending brianch of the Hadley cell, with only occasional deep 
convecton, which contriasts with the moisteri and storimieri conditons that prievailed dluriing Jluly to Octoberi 
2016 neari Taiwan.

We thank Laluria Pan fori the constriluctve comments which helped to clariify the slubmited verision.


